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DATES TO REMEMBER 

P 
arent Opinion Survey 2020 
As you are aware, opinions of parents are sought 
on an annual basis through the random sampling 

of school families.  From the families selected, we had 
20% returned for external processing and we were re-
cently forwarded the results.  These results will presented 
to School Council, in detail, at a forthcoming meeting.   
 
The survey covers three of the measures of the Depart-
ment of Education and Training’s  Framework for Im-
proving Student  Outcomes [FISO] strategy.  These are: 
 

 Community Engagement in Learning  

 Excellence in Teaching and Learning 

 Positive Climate for Learning 
 
Within these measures, there are sub domains: 
 
 Parent Community Engagement 
 School Ethos and Environment 
 Student cognitive Engagement 
 Student development  
 Safety 
 Connection and Progression   
 
Within these sub domains, there are Framework Factors 
and within the Framework Factors there are specific 
questions relating to the Framework factors.  
 
In summation, within the General Satisfaction factor of 
the School Ethos and Environment domain, 93% of the 
parents  who responded stated that “they were satisfied 
with the education their child receives at Brentwood 
Park”, with 7% being non-committal.    
 
Within the School Connectedness factor of the Connec-
tion and Progression domain, 92% of the parents  who 
responded stated that “their child feels accepted by oth-
er students”, 5% were non-committal and 3% revealed 
dissatisfaction and within the Respect for Diversity fac-
tor of the Safety domain, 93% of the parents responded 
positively, 5% were non-committal and 1% revealed dis-
satisfaction.  
 
This year, parents were also asked 
questions relating specifically about 
their experiences of the remote and 
flexible learning program. 

E 
xperiences of remote and Flexible Learning  
The following table relays the percentages of re-
spondents matched to their child’s year levels: 

 

 Foundation  20% 

 Year 1  21% 

 Year 2  14% 

 Year 3  13% 

 Year 4  14% 

 Year 5  11% 

 Year 6    6% 
 
Has your child learnt from home during periods of re-
mote and flexible learning in 2020? 
 

 YES - my child mainly learnt from home during 
periods of remote and flexible learning 95% 

 YES - but my child has also attended school on 
site as I was a permitted worker 4% 

 
The following are some of the key responses: 
 

 Overall, how satisfied were you with the school’s 
approach to remote and flexible learning? 

 
Satisfied 88%  -  Non-committal 7%  -  Dissatisfied 5%  
 

 Thinking about your experiences with learning 
from home, how much do you agree or disagree 
with the following statements? 

 
I understand what my child is expected to do each day. 

 Agree  94%  -  Non-committal 4%  -  Disagree 2%  
 
I can contact my child’s teachers when I need to. 

 Agree 90%  -  Non-committal 8%  -  Disagree 2%  
 
My child had adequate contact with their teacher (s). 

 Agree 89%  -  Non-committal 7%  -  Disagree 4%  
 
Since learning from home began, I feel like I have a bet-
ter understanding of what my child is learning. 

 Agree 87%  -  Non-committal 9%  -  Disagree 4%  
 
Overall, our results were pleasing and gratifying given 
that, as a school, we work tirelessly to provide the best 
possible education for all the children.   
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S 
tudent Author 
Creating a love 
of reading and 

writing is a major aim 
of teachers and we are 
fortunate to have an 
inviting library which 
welcomes student bor-
rowing.  The range of 
text types for both 
fiction and non-fiction 
is bountiful  and both 
librarian, Annette 
Wright and library/
tech assistant, Jo Tan, 
ensure we are always 
well stocked. 
 
The writing of various text types is also explored at 
every year level and children enjoy the opportunity to 
“publish” their work. Laurelle A. from Year 4MC   
wrote and published his story titled, “The Life of Tad-
poles”. In addition to being the author, Laurelle was 
also the illustrator!  
 

C 
onstruction Update 
This week has seen the formwork prepared and 
the crushed rock laid in readiness for the pour-

ing of the concrete footpaths to and around our admin-
istration extension.  Although behind schedule, we are 
looking forward to this milestone which will contribute 
to defining the overall appearance.  

Y 
ear Prep 2021 Transitions 
As we continue to adhere to the Covid-19 safe 
practices, transition programs cannot be undertak-

en in the same form as previous years.  To keep our new 
families fully informed, the following are available on the 
Prep Transition page of the school website: 
 

 Virtual tour of the school  

 PowerPoint presentations with voiceovers for 
 - What Happens at School 
 - Literacy in Year Prep 
 - Numeracy in Year prep 
 - Investigative Learning in Year Prep 
 
 http://www.brentwoodparkps.vic.edu.au/prep-transition/ 
 
New families have also been required to download the 
Showbie app as this platform is being used for direct com-
munication and interaction with classroom teachers. 

S 
tudent Transfers and Enrolments 2021 
In order for us to arrange staffing, grade structure, 
budget allocations and various other school func-

tions for the 2021 school year, it is imperative that we are 
able to ascertain student numbers for next year.  The more 
accurate with our future planning, the smoother we can 
make the transition for the children from one year level to 
the next.  Our Year Prep enrolments are now at capacity 
with 126 students enabling 6 classes of 21. 
 
If any of our families are 
aware that their children, 
other than the current 
Year 6 students, will not 
be attending Brentwood 
Park Primary School next 
year, could you please 
notify the office or your 
child’s classroom teacher 
as there are families 
awaiting the possibility of 
enrolment for other year 
levels. 

http://www.brentwoodparkps.vic.edu.au/prep-transition/


 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Term 4  
Week ending  20th November, 2020 

 

0BC  Eva  for your positive attitude everyday and for trying so hard during benchmarking. 
  Ryu  for persisting with all of your benchmarking this week.      

0JF  Jason  for working hard to develop his literacy skills. 
  Amy  for always trying her hardest.    

0JH  Om  for trying hard to follow our classroom rules. 
  Sukleen for doing a great job following instructions during our maths test.        

   

0LP  Mihajlo for doing fantastic work during our science activity.  You used your ‘senses’ really well 
    to guess what was in each container. 
  Dinuli  for doing fantastic work during our reading activity time.  

0SM  Talia  for knowing how to read all of the Oxford Words, 1—100!! You are amazing! 
  Binu  for writing wonderful stories.  You are writing so well Champ!!    

0TL  Crystal for fantastic reading this week. 
  Damon for being a really good friend.     

1AB  Neel  for including the ‘Ws’ in your recount.  Well done!     

  

1HG  Prisha for using ‘up-levelled’ sentences in written pieces.  Well done! 

    

1KC  Vihaan for working hard to change his ‘robot reading’ to reading with expression and fluency!  
    Love your work!    

1NC  Simleen for using various openers in your recount this week.  LOVED reading it.  

     

1NG  Paige  you are doing an amazing job at making connections to the books you are reading in 
    our CAFÉ sessions.  Awesome work!    

1TN  Liam  for writing a creative and funny recount using fantastic sizzling starts!  Awesome job!

  

2AD  Tom  for his focused concentration on challenging maths tasks this week.  Super star effort! 

     

2AK  Thanesha for consistently demonstrating the BPPS values. 

    

2CM  Blake  for working hard on his ‘getting along’ skills.  Well done!  You can do it!  

  

2CP  Taj  for trying so well during CAFÉ.       

 

2CV  Arsh  for showing resilience during science!  Amazing! 

   

2RG  Anuka for always trying his best at all times.  Well done!     

   

2SD  Yuthara for always demonstrating excellence.         

 

3CH  Thinuga for completing some fabulous maths in our ‘run your own restaurant’ lessons this  
    week.   

3DK  Harvey for his creative and thoughtful movie poster design!       

 

3MF  Manuth for creating a thoughtful bio poem about yourself.  Well done!   

    

3MS  Harit  for your excellent efforts throughout our maths ‘run your own restaurant’ project this 
    week.  Well done!   

3SA  Nickan for always having a positive attitude and trying his best.  Keep it up!    
  

4EC  Akein  for your hard work and dedication in maths this week.    
  

4SM  Amanat for excellent creativity in her narrative writing.  Well done, Amanat!   
   

4MC  Harish for writing an excellent persuasive text this week.  Well done!    
      



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Term 4  
Week ending 20th November, 2020 

 
4LM  Athena for being a hard working, polite and friendly member of 4LM.    

 

4VA  n/a       

    
5BM  Lesath for coming back to school with a smile and wowing us with his learning. 
  Khadija for her amazing effort during all our benchmarking this week.   

5EB  Blake  for doing an awesome job of ‘up-levelling’ his writing and for proofreading and editing 
    his spelling.     

5JG  Rohan for always being a persistent student who tries his very best in all he does.   

   

5LM  Mithra  for her positive attitude and working to the best of her ability.    
 
5MC  Sammar for creating a bow and arrow out of recyclable materials for his ‘Fantastic Waste  
    Beast’ project and winning first prize.   

6JA  Connor for having some extraordinary answers in Health and Human Relations.  

     

6JL  Nisini  for her engaging oral presentation on climate change.  Well done!   
 

6MB  Dallas  for the sensational support he gives Melissa and the class everyday!   
  

6MK  Naima for showing enthusiasm towards new maths topics.  

   

6MS  Shia  for your great progress in maths - dividing fractions by whole numbers.  
  

 

SPECIALIST CLASSES 
 

LOTE Chunyan 
  3MF  for your excellent participation in learning pinyin consonants ‘j, q and x’, especially the 
    boys’ great efforts!  Well done, 3MF.         
LOTE  Daisy 
  5BM  for your excellent job revising numbers and dates!  Well done!     

        

P. Arts Kenneth 
  4EC  for a confident and focused whole class effort while learning ‘The Beat of the Drum’ 
    dance.  Well done!          
P. Arts Felicity 
  2CP  for concentrating and working hard on learning to play the xylophones.  You made  
    great music!    
P.E.  Jim  
  1NC  for wonderful cricketing skills on the oval.  Super batting, 1NC. 

      

P.E.  Mel  
  3MS  you were wonderful when competing in our table tennis and badminton tournament. 
   
V. Arts  Bree 
  3DK  for wonderful painting of trees and additions to your snow paintings.  Great  
    concentration while carefully painting your gnome hats!   

V. Arts  Jessica  n/a     

       
D. Tech  Lisa 
  3DK  for coding a sphero to make a square successfully.  Congratulations! 
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MAINTAINTAIN COVID SAFETY 



 

 

R 
educing the Risk COVID-19 

The maintaining of social distancing and personal hygiene habits which includes washing hands thoroughly 
and practising good sneeze/cough etiquette are all measures we can all take to combat the spread of COVID-  

    19. 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 


